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PRAISE FOR THE RACE:

As an F1 racing champion, Devlin
“Lucky” Lucchesi has settled into a
happy existence with his wife and
son, and his alter ego as a covert
special op HELL Ranger feels far
away. That is, until a terror attack
decimates Rome's train station, and
rips Lucky's life apart. To blame is
Ishmael Zaid, an elusive terrorist
from Devlin's past. Devlin vows
revenge. He teams with his bloodbrother Lupo, the sexy BBC
reporter Ana Malia, and his HELL
Ranger crew to battle Ishmael's
"Race" of Islamic extremist
followers and to diffuse a dozen
more bombs set to wipe the Eternal
City off the map by midnight. The
stakes skyrocket when Ishmael
kidnaps his young son, Marcello.
When Ishmael violates the sanctity
of the Vatican, robbing one of its
ancient relics to employ as an
audacious symbol of war on
mankind, Devlin and Ishmael
collide in a showdown that will
ultimately determine the fate of the
world.

"Thrilling action and intrigue at its best!"
Steven M. Moore, author of Midas
Bomb
***
"Multi-layered...compelling, hard to put
down, and bound to thrill the heck out of
the reader."
J.H. Bogran, author of Treasure Hunt
***
"A high-octane thriller, rich with action,
imagination and intriguing suspense."
August McLaughlin, author of In Her
Shadow, an Indies Excellence Awards
finalist
***
"I found myself drawn into the
story...and falling in love with the
characters. It is exciting to me that this
book is just the first in a series of HELL
Ranger thrillers."
Amy Marbach, Bad Groove racing blog
***
"This is what you want when you think
of a great thriller. Tough one to put down
for sure!"
 J. Korman, Amazon reviewer
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